
Gateway 
5815-WSC FB 
UPC: 844375029538

Also Available

5815-3P FB 5815-4P FB 5815-6 FB

Fixture Finish: Fired Bronze

Glass/Shade Finish: 

Materials: Steel

Fixture Width: 5.5” 13.97cm

Fixture Height: 12.5” 31.75cm

Fixture Extension 4” 10.16cm

Glass Diameter: 

Glass Height: 

Canopy Backplate Dimensions: 4.375”W x 12.5”H x 1”E 11.11cmW x 31.75cmH x 2.54cmE

Chain: N/A N/A

Rod: N/A N/A

Wire: 8” 20.32cm

Bulb Type: Incandescent, Type B No

Wattage: 1 x 60W(C)

Voltage: 110V

Install Position: Up only

Approved Location: Dry Location

Safety Rating: ETL

Dimensions and specifications are approximate and based on the most current information possible at the time of publication. Golden Lighting reserves the right to make design changes and modifications 
without prior notice. Golden Lighting products are UL/CUL approved. Unless otherwise noted as pending, Wattages stated are the maximum recommended; however, lower wattages may be used. Bulbs 
are not included unless otherwise noted. Larger fixtures may require reinforced outlet boxes and additional support. Receipt or possession of this catalog does not constitute an agreement to sell.
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2 Light Wall Sconce

The castle gates at the entrance of the Enid A. Haupt Garden of the Smithsonian serve 
as a gateway to America’s museum and as the inspiration for the Smithsonian Gateway 
Collection. The wrought iron construction of the famous gates is mimicked in durable steel. 
The unmistakable quality of the fixtures is evident in every stately line, curve, and feature. 
Each piece goes through a multistep, hand-painted process to create the unique Fired 
Bronze finish that reveals rich accents of red, gold, and silver. This transitional fixture is a 
standout that coordinates with a variety of decors. This 1-light wall sconce has an oversized 
backplate for easy remodels. It is an eye-catching accent that can be used alone or as a 
set.
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